<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MACJ21</td>
<td>25 Mar 69</td>
<td><strong>URGENT DEC</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACJ21</td>
<td>26 Feb 66, via 90726795, by 801st Air Cav Div</td>
<td><strong>SECRET</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-1122-66</td>
<td>3 Mar 66</td>
<td><strong>DECEIVED</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Number of Code Cards

Exceeds Number of Document Pages
Letter dated 18 November 1966 from an unidentified cadre of NORD, returning from a food supply mission along the coast, to his superior DOD and head of an unidentified Inter-Province.

In the document he listed his experiences and recommendations concerning the following topics:

- Transportation and storage of food items.
- Supervision and handling of civilian laborers.
- Inspection of storage facilities and records.
- Coordination and cooperation between various agencies for the success of the food supply program.
- Promotion of corridors.
- Security of storage facilities.
- Political indoctrination of civilian laborers and of civilians in areas where stores are located.
- Friendly assistance to storekeepers and transportation personnel.

[No Further Exploitable Information]

Updated and enlarged report listing 23 Party and Labor Youth Group members of an unidentified unit.

On back of report is an incomplete sketch with the following geographic names:

- Ha Giu
- Hoa Hiep
- Can Tho
- An Khang Nam
- An Pho Nam
- An To

26 Feb. 66, via DOD, by 5th Air Cav Div
Received 26 Feb 66

[No Further Exploitable Information]

KIN IS A VIETNAMESE CLASSIFICATION
EQUIVALENT TO CONFIDENTIAL AND WILL BE MANUALLY ACKNOWLEDGED

KIN
BULLETIN #275

No. 1123-44

30-1122-44

The document contains the following information:

1. He relocated in 1951.
2. He joined the China National Party in 1952.
3. He attended a 9-month training course.
4. His last rank in the Party was in February 1953.

No further information.

01-1126-44

Draft of a directive concerning political investigation and internal administration of certain "military sites" and "agricultural sites".

The document was classified "Absolute Secret" and the originator is not identified.

The purpose of the directive was to prevent sabotage by the enemy and ensure a sustained development of the troop's political awareness.

Following is a summary of the main points:

- All personnel in every unit are targets of the political investigation.

[Signatures]

[Stamp]
Number of Code Cards

Exceeds Number of Document Pages
Draft of a directive concerning political investigation and internal administration of detention of 'work sites' and 'agricultural sites'.

The document was classified "Secret" but the originator is not identified.

The purpose of the directive was to prevent sabotage by the enemy and secure a sustained development of the enemy's political awareness.

Following is a summary of the main points:
- All personnel at every unit are targets of the political investigation.
BULLETIN #235

THEMATIC SEC. 235-01

23-1123-66

La Dang Party Membership Individual Records
Transfer Site at Le Van Duy at 9th at May 18, 1947 at
Hoang Hoa Village, Huy Hoa District, Phu Tho Province
(07-11).

The document was not numbered, not dated, and
not signed. It, however, contains the following
information on LE VAN LY.

1. He re-grouped to MRR in August 1946.
2. He joined the La Dang Army on 19 December
1947 and gained his official membership on 4 October
1947.
3. He attended a 6 month Engineer Course
(Bridge Construction) in Hanoi and Vung Tau from
September 1947 to February 1948.
4. His last rank in the Party: Party Committee
Member (since February 1948).

Additional Exploitable Information:

23-113-66

Following is a listing of addresses on 2
envelopes:

From In
1. P/W 413 181
   Vietnam, Hanoi
  番15
   Hoang Hoa Village, Huy Hoa District, Phu Tho Province
   (07-11).
   Subject: 15
   District: 300
   Code: 5
   Name: Uncle Lin
2. 411
   Brother Lin
   960

Additional Exploitable Information:

Draft of a directive concerning political
investigation and internal administration of detach-
ments of "Work Sites" and "agricultural sites".

The document was classified "Absolute Secret"
but the originator is not identified.

The purpose of the directive was to prevent
abuse of power by the enemy and instill a sustained
development of the troops' political awareness.

Following is a summary of the main points:

- All members of every unit are targets
  of the political investigation.
The results of such investigation must answer the following questions:

a. Does the individual investigated have in mind any political or ideological problems that may lead to anti-revolutionary thought or action?

b. Is he politically reliable?

The investigation must be so carefully conducted that it covers every detail of the concerned individual.

Special attention should be placed on:

- New recruits
- New Party and Labor Youth Group members
- AKOLOS
- Men captured and released by the enemy
- Enemy relations with enemy branch unit in which anti-revolutionary rumors have been prevalent and for which classified information exists.

Political investigation must be:

- Systematic
- Objective
- Sustained
- Correct

and above all, conscientiously conducted.

No further exploitable information.

26 Feb 66, via BRR7386, by 1st Air Cav Div

1. ID Card #10068, dated 21 February 1960, issued by USA, unit unknown, issued to NGUYEN VAN DUNG of 8030 unit, for proceeding to Can Hau on 206.

2. ID Card #1003, dated 1 March 1960, signed by USA, unit unknown, issued to NGUYEN VAN HUNG of 8030 unit, for proceeding to Can Hau on 206.

3. ID Card #1003, dated 1 March 1960, signed by USA, issued to NGUYEN VAN HUNG of 8030 unit, for proceeding to Can Hau on 206.

4. ID Card #10077, dated 13 March 1960, signed by USA, issued to NGUY 100 of 8030 unit, for proceeding to Can Hau on 206.

No further exploitable information.

KIN
The results of each investigation must answer the following questions:

1. Does the individual investigated have in mind any political or ideological problems that may lead to anti-revolutionary views or actions?
2. Is he politically reliable?
3. The investigation must be so carefully conducted that it covers every detail of the concerned individual.
4. Special attention should be placed on:
   - New recruits
   - T Cambodia [Labor Youth] Group members
   - Death
5. War captives and released by the enemy.
6. Non-Communist relations with enemy personnel.
7. Units in which anti-revolutionary rumors are prevalent and for whose classification of Intel Report sheet.
8. Political investigations must be:
   - Systematic
   - Objective
   - Unbiased
   - Secret
9. Work shall be, confidentially conducted.

No Further Exploitable Information.
03-1126-66

ID Card:

3. ID Card # 801/7B, dated 10 Jan 66, signed by CAU, issued to LAC TRUONG DANG of 2nd Off. Unit, proceeding to Ho Chi Minh Trail.

2. ID Card # 801/7B, dated 10 Jan 66, signed by CAU, issued to TRUONG CHAN of 2nd OFF-unit, proceeding to Ho Chi Minh Trail.

1. ID Card # 921/7B, dated 2 Jan 66, signed by CAU, issued to TRUONG VINH of 2nd OFF-unit, proceeding to Ho Chi Minh Trail.

L- ID Card # 806/7B, dated 10 Jan 66, signed by CAU, issued to TRUONG DANG of 2nd Off. Unit, proceeding to Ho Chi Minh Trail.

1. ID Card # 806/7B, dated 10 Jan 66, signed by CAU, issued to TRUONG DANG of 2nd Off. Unit, proceeding to Ho Chi Minh Trail.

1. ID Card # 333/7B, dated 28 Feb 66, signed by CAU, issued to TRUONG DANG of 2nd Off. Unit, proceeding to Ho Chi Minh Trail.

ID Card & Letter Introduction:

1. ID Card # 333/7B, delivered on 28 Feb 66 to Tran Thai, member of 200thapo 10/10 to "Saigon Ham." (AS). CAU, Seal reads: "CAU CPM".


K-IN.
ID Card.

1. ID Card # 627/21, dated 10 Jan 66, issued by CAI, to NUHEU, issued to NGUYEN THANG of 25th Unit, proceeding to Vinh.

2. ID Card # 601/21, dated 19 Feb 66, signed by CAI, issued to TAN PHU, Issued to 524th Unit, proceeding to Cu Chi (Binh). (A)

3. ID Card # 327/21, dated 19 Feb 66, issued by CAI, issued to NGUYEN THANG of 524th Unit, proceeding to Cu Chi (Binh). (A)

4. ID Card # 446/21, dated 2 June 1966, signed by CAI, issued to TAN THU, Issued to 524th Unit, proceeding to Xuan Loc (Dinh).

5. ID Card # 406/21, dated 28 July 1966, signed by CAI, issued to TUYEN HOAI NHAN of 524th Unit, proceeding to Cu Chi (Binh).

6. ID Card # 435/21, dated 11 Feb 66, signed by CAI, issued to TAN THU, Issued to 524th Unit, proceeding to Cu Chi (Binh).

SUMMARY RE-CURRENT:

Document was recovered from a Viet Cong body at Ta Phu on 17 Feb 66.

[No further exploitable information.]  

03-1127-66

Notebook.

Notebook in Chinese containing the following information:

1. Code training.

2. Listing of financial contributions received from the people of various classes amounting to $1,160,000 VND. The last entry is dated 30 October 65.

[No further exploitable information.]  

03-1128-66

ID Card and Letter Introduction.

1. ID Card # 512/13, delivered on 28 Feb 66, to Tran Tai, member of 524th Unit, to NGUYEN THANG (Binh), by CAI, multilingual. (A)

2. Letter of Introduction # 212-29, 26 January 1966, of HOANG MINH LAY, a native of Xuan Loc, employed April 1962, enlisted in April 1962, KIN.
1. ID Card # 50176, dated 15 Jan 66, signed by CMB, issued to MAO YNBU DING of 2nd Unit, for proceeding to Can Ho on 16 Feb 66.

2. ID Card # 53276, dated 19 Jan 66, signed by CMB, issued to MAO YNBU DING of 2nd Unit, for proceeding to Can Ho on 16 Feb 66.

3. ID Card # 54576, dated 19 Jan 66, signed by CMB, issued to MAO YNBU DING of 2nd Unit, for proceeding to Can Ho on 16 Feb 66.

4. ID Card # 56176, dated 19 Jan 66, signed by CMB, issued to MAO YNBU DING of 2nd Unit, for proceeding to Can Ho on 16 Feb 66.

5. ID Card # 57076, dated 19 Jan 66, signed by CMB, issued to MAO YNBU DING of 2nd Unit, for proceeding to Can Ho on 16 Feb 66.

6. ID Card # 58076, dated 19 Jan 66, signed by CMB, issued to MAO YNBU DING of 2nd Unit, for proceeding to Can Ho on 16 Feb 66.

EARLY USE COMMENTS:

- Document was recovered from a VC's body at 21426 on 19 Feb 66.

[No further exploitable information]

Notebook:

Notebook in Chinese containing the following information:

1. Code training

2. Listing of financial contributions received from the people of various classes amounting to $15,000,000. The last entry is dated 30 Oct 65.

[No further exploitable information]

ID Card and letter of introduction:

1. ID Card # 21376, delivered on 28 Feb 66 to Tran Xai, owner of 9999 or 1234 to "Card Nam" (266), by CMB. Seal reads: "FBD-1209.

ID Card:
1. ID Card # 691/B, dated 15 Jan 60, signed by CAH, issued to LT. CMDR. D.E. of San Juan Unit, for proceeding to Chon Ban.
2. ID Card # 691/B, dated 19 Mar 60, signed by CAH, issued to TRAVEL HY of BOPD Unit, for proceeding to Chon Ban (HL6).
3. ID Card # 691/B, dated 19 Mar 60, signed by CAH, issued to NGUYEN MINH TIN of 603D Unit, for proceeding to Chon Ban (HL6).
4. ID Card # 691/B, dated 2 June 60, signed by CAH, issued to NGUYEN DOU of A. 29th Unit, for proceeding to Chon Ban (HL6).
5. ID Card # 691/B, dated 26 July 60, signed by CAH, issued to NGUYEN Xhum. CAH of A. 29th Unit, for proceeding to Chon Ban (HL6).
6. ID Card # 691/B, dated 11 Aug 60, signed by CAH, issued to NGUYEN VAN GU of 603D Unit, for proceeding to Chon Ban (HL6).

Notebook:
Notebook in Chinese containing the following information:
1. Code training
2. Listing of financial contributions received from the people of various classes amounting to 186,000 KAI. The last entry is dated 30 October.

ID Card and Letter Introduction:
1. ID Card # 512/B, delivered on 28 Feb 60 to Tran Tan, member of 603D on 1/1 to "Cau Ban" (HL6), My Can. Seal reads: "CTB-877".

LEGACY FOR COMPLAINT:

Not listed in log # 13-12-1276-65, which was used as declination of this document. 7, 12, 12, and 111 being respectively listed as Party Chapter Committee member and Management Party Committee. It is presumed that Q.056 is the Party organization which comes directly after the Party Chapter Committee.

[No further exploitable information.]

191715 Feb 66
NPTV 133, 1st Air Cav Div
Received DES: 3 March 66

79-1127-66
TOI Order.

Order of 1965, by an unidentified person for 84, pertaining to control Phong's temporary duty to T.215, T.214, T.212 and T.13 from 13 February to 25 December 1965, as chief courier. Phong is listed as communication agent of T.205, TOL.

[No further exploitable information.]

191715 Feb 66
Air Cav Div
1st Air Cav Div
Received DES: 3 March 66

11-1127-66
IL Card 6 Medical Certificate.


[No further exploitable information.]

01-1131-66
Spot report.

Subject: Location of a Permanent VC Malm
Station in Song Cau District, TOL Was.

1. Analysis of a VC Top Secret memorandum # 51/66 dated 26 February 1966 from B.52 to all T-214, 45 and 2 Region Party schools. Indicates

KIN
native of Ha Giang [North Vietnam]° ID Card #
6.166 official Party member/ District Certification
660201 official Party member since January, 1962.
former office: K.200, new office: 1st Party
Office. Letter signed by Nguyen Loi on behalf of
K.200.

The Party Document:

- B.008 is not listed in Doc Log # 12-1278-65
which was used to decipher the above document.
B.009, B.0011 and B.011 being respectively listed
as Party Chapter Committee member and Regional
Party Committee. It is presumed that B.008 is the
Party Organization which is directly after the
Party Chapter Committee.

[No further exploitable information]

03-1179-66

TOD Order.

Order # 1922, by an unidentified person for
an item to arrive Phong's temporary duty.
This order # 1922, 7.12 and 7.13 from 15 February
to 30 December 1965 as first courier, Phong is
listed as comm-liaison agent of 7.12, 7.4.

[No further exploitable information]

03-1130-66

ID Card/ Voucher/ Certificate.

1. ID Card # 000766, valid until 26 July 66, delivered on 20 July 1965 to Nguyen Phong, member of "Co Sau", by an unidentified person on behalf of Khanh Dao Province Security Section.


[No further exploitable information]

191715 Feb 66

K74-3331 1st Air Cav Div
Received RC#: 7 March 66

191715 Feb 66

Air Cav Div,
1st Air Cav Div.
Received RC#: 7 March 66

OT-1179-66

Spot report.

Subject: Location of a Permanent VC Liaison
Station in Song Cau District P'U Hoi.

1. Analysis of a VC Top Secret memo-
dum # 51/260 dated 26 February 1965 from a U-boat
in 03-1131-66

91N
Number of Code Cards

Exceeds Number of
Document Pages.
Number of code cards exceeds number of document pages
KIN

Bulletin #235

OMAC #010-2 Log #1

Summary

1. Subject: Location of a permanent VC liaison station in Song Cau District. For Reo.

2. Analysis of a top secret memorandum dated 23 February 1966 from B.22 to all VC's location in 3rd region. Party Branches, etc.

191715 Feb 66
EHJ-22333, 1st Air Cav Div
Received DEC: 3 March 66

3 March 66
COO15671, US
Received DEC: 8 March 66

No further exploitable information.

O3-1279-66

TIB Order.

Order #1440C, by an unidentified person for 1.5, pertaining to conduct Phong's temporary duty to F244, 1204, 1212 and 1213 from 12 February to 10 December 1965. As field courier, Phong was released on 17 March 1965, in lieu of loss of pay. No further exploitable information.

O3-1139-66

OMAC #0876, valid until 21 July 66, delivered on 21 July 1965 to Nguyen Phong, member of the staff, by an unidentified person on behalf of Mr. Dinh, Civilian Security.

No further exploitable information.

O3-1131-66

Spot report.

Subject: Location of a permanent VC liaison station in Song Cau District. For Reo.

No further exploitable information.

KIN
Summary

native of Ha Duc (North Vietnam), ID Card # 2166 (official Party member) District Certificate # 659042 (official Party member since January 1965; former office: 54100, new office: "Buu Thi", group). Letter signed by Nguyen Loi on behalf of 2,000.

NOMENklatura

- B.008 is not listed in Doc Log # 12-1276-66 which was used to decipher the above document. 2,009, B.002 and B.011 being respectively listed as Party chapter Committee member and regiment Party Committee, it is presumed that B.008 is the Party organization which comes directly after the Party chapter Committee.

(No further exploitable information)

03-1129-66

TED Order.

Order # 15840, by an unidentified person for T.4. Pertaining to concrete Phong's temporary duty to T.171, 1.30, 1.12 and 1.13 from 15 February to 30 December 1965; as fleet guard. Phong is listed as concern (liaison agent of T.205, T.4.

(No further exploitable information)

03-1130-66

ID Card & Medical Certificate.

1. ID Card # 008787, valid until 21 July 66, delivered on 21 July 1965 to Nguyen Phong, member of the party, by an unidentified person on behalf of Dak Hanh province Security Section.

2. cholera and typhoid fever immunization certificate received on 16 August 1965 to Nguyen Ngoc Phong, member of T.205 by the means of "To Sau" agency, South Vietnam liberation front cross association.

(No further exploitable information)

03-1131-66

Spot report.

Subject: Location of permanent VC Liaison Station in Song Coa District Ton Kao.

1. Analysis of a VC Top Secret memorandum # 35/66, dated 26 February 1966, from B.52 to all "F" Cell, 45 and 2 Region Party schools indicates
Number of Code Cards
Exceeds Number of
Document Pages
the following information:

1. Beginning 27 February 1966, as permanent liaison station of 66th it is established at the new Command station. The latter is in a command liaison / corridor station, located at the house of Mrs. Phou's son in Phan Thanh, area No 8, Hanoi, in the Son Tay District, Hai Phong / VC agencies and units are requested to keep ODU or OUS informed of any exchange in their daily rendezvous.

2. Another "flash" communiqué dated 25 Feb 44 from 151st found in the same batch indicates that the enemy will possibly sweep the area from north of Saigon / 7th District (Prov. Plan) to west of Saigon on 26 - 27 February 1966. The 151st instructed all units and agencies in this area to complete evacuation to the predetermined area within the night of 25 Feb 66.

SUMMARY DECISION:

Context of document indicates that this station is of Sub-Region level.